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EDI TOR IAL DE P AR TM E N T N O T E
Now seems t o be a per iod when t he sma ll b u siness sh ou ld be in a fa vored
position with its compact plant, representing a small investment, yet la rge
enou gh to produ ce a supply of its commodity sufficient to me et t he present
ma rk et demands. Some of the advantages which a re usually claimed by
the big business orga niza tion are its superior management, more efficient
operation and better accounting control. If this is t ru e it is because more
study and attention has been devoted to these things by the opera tors of
big bu siness and more has been sa id a nd written for their benefit. In this
issue of our Bulletin we are bringing to ou r memb ers some discussions of
principles and practices adaptable, primarily, to the small business, but
which may well be used by some la rge 'bu sinesses in a n effort to redu ce their
costs through simplification of manufactu ring operations and accounting
procedures.
Mr . H . C. Moorma n, the author of the first paper entitled, " A Unified
Method of Cost Keeping and Production Control for a Small Pla nt," has
ha d considerable experience with both la rge a nd sma ll bu sinesses. H e wa s
for five yea rs Co st Ana ly st with Ha rringt on Emerson a nd F rederick T a ylor,
three yea rs Chief Accountant for the Linogra ph Company, three years
Assistant Ma na ger of B. L. Schmidt Co., two yea rs Ma na ger of Norma n
Mfg. Co., a nd for the pa st five yea rs, he ha s been Cost Accou nta nt for J. D.
Wa lla ce & Co., of Chicago. H e is a member of the Chicago Chapter,
N. A. C. A.
Mr . Alden H . Sulger, the a u thor of the paper entitled, "Production in a
Small Pla nt," wa s for two yea rs in the Tra ining Class and Production
Planning Department of t he Firestone T ire & Ru bber Company. For two
yea rs therea fter, he wa s a sa lesma n for the Root Gla ss Compa ny a fter which
he wa s in the Produ ction Pla nni ng De pa rtm ent o f the Roch ester Can Company. Since 1 92 5 he ha s been Produ ction Ma na ger of Bou rjois, Inc. H e i s
Director of Publicity of our Rochester Chapter.
In t his issu e of ou r Bu l leti n we a re a lso presenting to ou r member s some
very interesting information concerning some closely related industries,
insofar as productive processes a re concerned, about which comparatively
little ha s been written. T he third paper describes the productive processes
and the inventory control in a la rge dental manufa cturing concern. T h e
discussion of the manu facturing processes and accounting oontrol of inventories is very interesting and well presented.
M r . W a r r e n A. Stevens, the a u thor of this pa per, a fter tea ching six yea rs
in Public and Business Schools, was for seven yea rs Chief Clerk of the
Ohio State School for the Dea f. Since 1918 he h a s been Au ditor fo r t h e
Colu mbus Dental Mfg. Co. Mr. Stevens is a cha pter member of the Colu mbu s
Chapter, N. A. C. A., wa s Director of Member Attenda nce for the year
1931 -1932 and will be Dire cto r o f M emb ersh ip for th e Y ea r 1932 -33.
T he last paper entitled, "Cost Accou nting for Pla stic Insulation in the
Electrical Wir ing Device Indu stry," is a very interesting discussion of the
produ
ction processes
and accou
nting
covering
an actual
production
E. Simmons,
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A UNI FI ED METHOD O F COST KEEPING AND
PRODUCTION CONTROL FO R A
SM ALL PLANT
By H. C. Moorman, Cost Accountant,
J. D. Wallace & Co., Chicago, Illinois
method of cost keeping and production control for
A UNIFIED
a small plant cannot be brought about by the waving of a
magic wand nor by the utterance of a mystic combination of unintelligible words. If that were possible, many of our economic
ills would come to an end and the future trend could easily be determined without much trouble. But such a Utopian possibility
remains in the realms of dreams and at best merely affords a cause
or stimulus that may ultimately result in a system which will give
the facts and information every executive wants.
Simplicity, it is true, in a small plant must be the keynote in
the development of a system to secure the results of the operation
of the plant, and yet, sacrifice few, if any, of the desired facts.
Co- ordination plays an important role in any such system and
must be considered at all times in its development as well as in
its future operation. Co- operative efforts follow and it continues
to require attention to keep it at the proper point for effective
and efficient control and operation of the system. ,
And, too, in a small plant, it must be realized that an extensive
organization for the keeping and gathering of costs and controlling
production is prohibitive. It is not unusual to find one individual
in charge of all this work, covering as it does, a wide expanse of
details, of routine and of responsibilities, none of which must be
regarded too lightly. Naturally, he must be capable of visualizing the details of the many ramifications controlled from one
source.
The physical equipment necessary for the plan to be outlined is
a time stamp or clock which will register the date and the time
in a single line. This clock will serve the purpose for both the
daily in and out attendance record as well as for the production
system. A few cabinets and binders suitable for the permanent
records and a production control board for the posting of the jobs
or orders in their travel through the plant will also be needed.
Perhaps much of this equipment is already available, with the
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exception of the production control board, and possibly, requires
but small effort to make it suitable for any change that may be
required. However, the forms suggested herein are adapted to
standard equipment and would require no alterations in existing
equipment providing it is of standard dimensions.
The production control board can be built easily and at a moderate cost. Its function is to display the jobs or orders in the
process of production, and is, therefore, simply a rack with suitable hooks or receptacles to hold the Production Order Control
Card (form No. 7). Each work station at which an operator is
required, whether machine, bench, or assembly floor, is represented on the Production Control Board by a work station number. This is necessary to secure proper functioning of the production control for effective results. This labeling is placed
across the top so as to be easily recognized by the respective operators. To aid in the control of the jobs passing through the shop,
the hooks or receptacles are to be placed in three horizontal rows
across the board or three divisions under each work station. This
is to permit differentiation between jobs or orders being worked
upon, those waiting next in turn, and those that may have been
held up during the progress of production for causes that so frequently happen in any shop.
This equipment should be centrally located and easily accessible to all employees on productive work and others on nonproductive work whose efforts can be controlled by the production
department. The time clock or stamp should be located close at
hand for immediate use.
In a sense, this Production Control Board is a large graphic
chart displaying the status of the material in process at all times.
It will show the machines which are idle, the amount of work
ahead at other stations, rush jobs and other information which
would usually take much time to secure otherwise.
The printed forms that are necessary are few and may be similar
to those now in use. Incidentally, these forms are designed for
use in the standard tray filing cabinets of which there are a number
of well known makes on the market. By slight changes in design
these can be adapted to other methods of filing, whether in box
files or in ledger or book form. The forms essential for this
plan, are as follows:—
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No. i— Production Routing and Operation Schedule
No. 2 —Bill of Material
No. 3— Production Order Record
No. 4— Material and Parts Purchase Record
No. 5— Material and Parts Stores Record
No. 6— Material Move Control
No. 7— Production Order Control.
Production Routing and Operation Schedule (form No. i ) is
made up for each part that is produced, for each sub - assembly
and for each final assembly passing through the assembly line in
the plant. It is a master schedule showing each operation that is
to be performed on a given part or assembly. Each operation
must be shown in proper sequential order as that is the basis for
routing an order through the shop. The station number indicates
the machine, bench or assembly space where the work is to be
done. This station number, of course, has previously been assigned and is also represented on the Production Control Board.
The items of speeds and feeds of the operator's machine and the
set -up time and standard time are to be inserted where available.
The information on this schedule should be sufficiently complete
to permit an order for the particular part or assembly to pass
through the shop without delay that may result from incomplete
data. Should the method of numbering drawings, fixtures and
tools be different from the part number an added column or two
must be provided on Production Routing and Operation Schedule
(form No. i), on the Production Order Control (for m No. 7)
and on Material Move Control (form No. 6) to permit of such
additional information. Orders for changes in the operation lineup, once it has been established, should come from authoritative
source.
Bill of Material (form No. 2 ) is a schedule of all the parts
necessary to complete one unit of an assembly or sub - assembly.
Since, in many plants, the final product is built in successive stages
of sub - assemblies, it becomes necessary to assign a part number
to each of such sub- assemblies. The Bill of Material should be
made up for each sub- assembly as well as for the final assembly,
showing the part numbers of the various parts that are required
and also the quantities required for one finished unit of that
assembly.
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A Production Order Record (form No. 3) is made up for each
part produced in the plant. The necessary information regarding
material and weight of the material required for one piece is
shown and serves the purpose of making up the production order
for the plant. As each production order is sent to the factory the
fact is so indicated in the spaces provided. When the work
covered by the production order is completed the information of
quantity received by the stockkeeper is filled in.
Material and Parts Purchased Record (form No. 4) is made up
for all raw materials and parts that may be purchased either
finished or semi - finished. Space is provided for the necessary
specifications for purchasing, also provision for a purchase order
that has been placed with the vendors, together with other essential data. Maximum and minimum quantities are shown and
this aids in effectively controlling inventories of purchased goods.
These quantities are developed from a history of the time required to place an order until it is received at the plant with allowance for delays that may occur in transportation and from other
causes.
Material and Parts Stores Record (form No. 5) represents an
in and out record and a perpetual inventory record of all parts
and raw material in stock. It is used in connection with forms
No. 3 and No. 4 and together with the maximum and minimum
quantities forms an adequate control of inventories. The information to be entered on this form is secured from the material
receipt ticket received from the receiving department and from
the Material Move Control (form No. 6) when the work called
for by the production order has been completed, inspected and
checked in by the stock clerk.
Material Move Control (form No. 6) and Production Order
Control (form No. 7) are used for scheduling the production of
parts through the factory and constitute the instructions to the
operator relative to the work he is to perform at his station. The
information relating to the description of the operations, speeds,
feeds, set -up time, standard time and station number is secured
from the Production Routing and Operation Schedule (form No.
i ) . As many small plants keep their inventories at low levels and
produce only for anticipated shipments during the next thirty
days or so, these two forms can be made up in quantities insofar
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as the operation information and part number and name is concerned and filed for future use. Suitable duplicating equipment
can be used and a great deal of time saved when most needed.
When a production order is put into the shop the added information of date, order and lot number and quantity are added. Each
production order is accompanied by a Material Move Control
(for m No. 6). The information of issuance is indicated on the
Production Order Record (form No. 3). The last three columns
on the Production Order Control (form No. 7) are left blank at
the time of issuing and are used for cost purposes as will be
explained in the following paragraphs.
Having outlined the physical equipment and described the forms
necessary, the next step shall be to follow through with a shipment
that causes a stock item to drop below the minimum quantity and
thus start the ball rolling in this method.
It will be assumed that a shipment has been made of a finished
product. The shipping ticket which evidences the withdrawal
from stock, is sent to the production man who posts the information to the Material and Parts Stores Record (form No. 5) and
then finds that the balance in stock is below the minimum shown
on that record. A production order is made up using one Material Move Control (form No. 6) and one Production Order Control (form No. 7). All the information is filled in including the
number of units that are t o be built on this production order.
A record of this order is made on Production Order Record
(for m No. 3). Both forms (No. 6 and NO. 7) are sent to the
stockkeeper. He supplies the necessary material and, when
through, initials the Production Order Control (form No. 7) and
returns it to the production office. The Material Move Control
(form No. 6) is kept with the material which has been placed
on a truck platform and remains with it until the production
order is completed. The production man makes the necessary
postings to the respective Material and Parts Stores Record (form
No. 5) for each part and makes note of any other part that may
now fall below the minimum quantity because of this withdrawal.
Incidentally, no material requisitions are used in this production method. Form No. 2, Bill of Materials, serves this purpose
both for the stockkeeper in filling the order and the production
man in posting to his records. The Bill of Material shows the
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quantities required for one unit. This, times the number of units
to be built as shown by the Production Order Control (form No.
7) gives the quantity to be issued and posted, respectively. Only
in case of replacements for breakage and defects are the usual
material requisitions used. This saves much time usually consumed in writing on the part of factory men. Following the posting, the Production Order Control (form No. 7) is placed on the
Production Control Board at the work station, indicated by the
first operation shown on form No. 7. It is placed in the second
division —that is, production orders ready for production.
The operator has finished his previous job and now takes this
job just placed there, proceeds to the time clock and registers
the starting time and also writes in his clock number. When he
finishes, he trucks the partly worked material to the next work
station returning to the clock and registers the time finished, indicates the number of pieces finished in the column headed P.F.
and places form No. 7 in a suitable box which has been provided
for this purpose at the side of the clock and proceeds to start on
the next job as he did with this one.
The Production Order Control (form No. 7) is gathered up
frequently by the production man. He computes the elapsed time,
the standard time and the amount (operator's hourly rate multiplied by the standard time) and places this information in the
three columns on form No. 7 under the caption "Earnings" which
had previously been left blank. The necessary information for the
payroll is also posted at this time. This done the production man
places this form No. 7 on the Production Control Board again,
but at the Work Station next shown by the operation line -up
thereon. This sequence of the work repeats itself until all the
operations have been finished. The operator finishing the last
operation trucks the part to the stock room where it is inspected
and placed in stock. This information is placed on the Material
Move Control (form No. 6), in spaces provided, by the stock keeper, whereupon, the Material Move Control (form No. 6) is
sent to the production office. The number of pieces finished is
then posted to the Material and Parts Stores Record (form No.
5) and the order is shown as closed on the Production Order
Record (form No. 3) by inserting the quantity received by the
stockkeeper.
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The final computations of cost are then completed on form No.
7 and filed. Each operation cost has been extended at the time
the operator has completed the operation and now all that remains
is to total the operation costs and the hours required and make
the necessary computations to secure the unit cost of this particular order. Since both actual elapsed time and standard time
are shown the extended cost figures can be computed either as
actual cost or as standard costs.
Additional information that is necessary for general ledger
purposes can easily be gathered in progressive stages and thus
prevent an accumulation of work at the end of the month. If
actual costs are used for general ledger purposes, the work, of
course, becomes a bit more complicated in making up the summary statements of figures.
P RO D UC T I O N C O N T RO L I N A S M A L L P L A N T
By A. H. Sulger, Production Manager,
Bourjois, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
ATTACKING the problem of controlling production in the
INsmall
plant, methods must necessarily vary considerably in
each individual case. In other words, no one system of management may be considered a universal panacea —each plant presents
a problem of its own, and the control set -up must be tailor -made
to fit the conditions at hand.
For the purposes of this paper, we shall confine ourselves to a
discussion of a few of the production methods used by a cosmetic
manufacturer, and, at this point, it might be well to present a
brief picture of some of the high spots in this business —
Both machine and hand labor are employed.
Sales fluctuate widely, during the year.
Style of the package is an important factor —an item which is
a fast seller to -day, may be a dead issue to- morrow.
Prompt shipments are essential — orders must be assembled
and shipped not later than twenty -four hours after receipt
at the factory.
From the above, it will be seen that it is necessary to strike a
happy medium between safety and conservatism. When it is real 1330
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ized that thousands of supply items go into the various final assemblies, it may be readily appreciated that it is no simple matter
to provide for an even flow of production, and, at the same time,
maintain inventories which will take care of emergencies and which
do not represent an excessive investment at any time.
Simplicity is the watchword at this plant, but a few years ago
records were so simple that they failed to furnish vital information.
For instance, certain items of finished stock were inventoried every
day in such rotation that everything was checked once every two
weeks. If the inventory of a given item showed a full fifteen
days' supply, no more were ordered until the next report was made
up. It is easy to see that this method did not take into consideration seasonal fluctuations and production for gift set assemblies
(shipped almost entirely during September, October, and November for the Xmas trade). To -day, production planning and
scheduling is the most important single factor in controlling production costs and insuring service to the customer. Backordering
has been eliminated, the production flow is constant and quite even
at all seasons of the year. Mistakes have been minimized, due to
the fact that it is seldom necessary to augment our working force
with large numbers of inexperienced operators during the rush
season.
In some businesses it is undoubtedly worth -while to keep a daily
check on finished stock inventories, from an accounting angle as
well as for production purposes. However, in the plant under discussion, possibly because so many items are involved, it was found
that such records were merely kept on file. The present procedure
is to take a physical inventory monthly, production schedules being
adjusted from the information developed at that time. Tentative
schedules of each item are prepared for four months in advance,
and, in making the estimates, seasonal fluctuations are anticipated.
From these schedule sheets, all necessary materials are ordered in,
to coincide with production requirements. Definite shipping instructions are issued for the next 3o -day period, and any necessary
changes in specifications for later deliveries are made after the
monthly inventory and sales figures have been analyzed, as stated
above. In this way, there is at no time an unwarranted surplus of
raw materials, yet production is not interrupted because of a
shortage of necessary supplies.
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Estimates made, as outlined, are better than 90°76 accurate, but,
to make doubly sure that some unusual condition does not result
in backordering, the clerk in charge of the finished stock room goes
over his stock every morning and prepares a list of those items
which are dangerously low, including the inventory in each instance. Occasionally it is necessary to advance the scheduled date
for finishing certain items, but the daily inventory report enables'
the planning department to adjust schedules in time to prevent
actual exhaustion of finished supplies without any confusion. The
checking of the finished stock each morning requires but ten minutes' time, approximately, and it usually happens, of course, that
those items which are low are scheduled for finishing slightly in
advance of the exhaust date, making it unnecessary to alter the
schedules originally issued.
As mentioned earlier, raw materials are ordered in from all
sources of supply in such a way that they arrive at the factory
shortly prior to the date of assembly into finished merchandise.
This method has proved to be far more satisfactory than the use
of maximum and minimum quantities taken from perpetual inventory cards, but it should be mentioned that a slight surplus is
carried at all times to allow for unusual sales fluctuations within
the current month. Furthermore, the many miscellaneous small
items cost so little that they are purchased on a quantity basis and
adequate supplies are always on hand. Re -order points on bin
cards are used satisfactorily in maintaining proper balances of such
supplies. Merchandise coming from abroad can not be depended
upon with any certainty, and it is, therefore, necessary to carry a
sixty to ninety -day stock of foreign goods, depending upon the
rate of sale.
The method of storing finished stock has been so successful that
it might prove interesting to other manufacturers having a similar
problem. After assembly, inspection, and packing, goods are
piled on platforms and transported by lift trucks to the stock room
where the accompanying delivery slip is double checked. All bulky
items remain on these platforms without further piling being necessary (each skid represents a movable bin). Smaller materials are
piled in trays of convenient size at the point of final assembly, each
tray being provided with a bin card showing the count and specifications of the contents. Fast moving items, even though small in
1332
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size, remain on the platforms just as those of larger size are handled. Slow sellers remain in the trays, these being stored in sectional steel bins erected in the usual way, except that the loaded
platforms mentioned above represent the large bottom bins. The
first row of small bins (just above the skids) is filled with goods
removed from surplus trays, and orders are assembled from these
supplies. This means that everything in the stock room is double checked as to count at all times, with the exception of broken lots
being used for current order assembly.
To illustrate the unusual flexibility of this method of storage,
when the factory moved to larger quarters in 193o, everything was
transferred in one weeks' time, and no time was lost in either the
manufacturing or the shipping departments. Work stopped at
noon on Saturday, in the old building, and began at the usual hour,
Monday morning, at the new address. Finished stock was handled
in the customary way, except that straps were used to bind the
loads to the platforms. This prevented trouble while being transported by motor truck between the old and new locations.
Even with the high standard of quality which is necessary in
the cosmetic industry, it has been found that time and motion
studies are well worth while. Not only have annual savings been
made, amounting to thousands of dollars, but the establishment of
standard rates of production have made it possible to set up standard costs, which are remarkably accurate. Close contact is, of
course, maintained between the accounting and production departments. During the past five years all assembly operations have
gradually been grouped into five major divisions, and the group
bonus has been found to be an effective incentive, at the same time
requiring a minimum of clerical labor to compute the bonus for
each operator.
When all is said and done, the basic methods of control used in
the large plant have been developed because they pay. It is, therefore, logical to assume that the same principles apply to the smaller
factories of the country. In fact, those that make use of ideas developed by the big fellow are very apt to outgrow their competitors
who are satisfied with present methods. Though no figures have
been compiled to substantiate the statement, it would be interesting
to know how many failures have resulted from the belief that "my
business is different."
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INVENTORY AND MATERIAL CONTROL IN T H E
COLUMBUS DEN TAL 'MANUFACTURING CO.
By Wa rren A. St evens, Auditor,
Columbus Dental Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio
The subject of Inventory and Material Control is one that has
been discussed quite at length by accountants and is one on which
a great deal more might be said. Every accounting teat book deals
with the subject theoretically and in a more or less abstract manner. It represents the very heart of industry and for this reason
the highest type of organization should be effected for its control.
Although there are some accounting principles that are applicable
to all, each industry has its own peculiar problems and the application is a litttle different in each individual case.
I should like to invite your attention to some methods used in
the control of material and inventory as found in the manufacture
of artificial teeth by The Columbus Dental Mfg. Company. Our
raw material consists largely of two items: raw teeth and precious
metal. By raw teeth is meant teeth direct from the mold or kiln,
molded with the slot and hole which are necessary for the perfection of an interchangeable tooth for bridge work. The teeth are
received with a slot and hole, both of which must be adjusted so
as to fit perfectly a backing which is manufactured outright from
the precious metal referred to as the second major item of raw
material. On the backing is placed a small post which must pass
through the groove or slot and hole in the tooth in order to provide
for the necessary interchangeability.
Artificial teeth are made of porcelain. The ingredients and raw
materials are substantially the same as that used for making spark
plugs, ornamental vases, high- tension insulators and white dinner
ware. The chief difference between porcelain of artificial teeth
and the porcelain of the other industries is the quality of the raw
materials and the proportion of the ingredients. These ingredients
consist of feldspar, quartz, kaolin and pigments. Feldspar makes
up 6o7o of the earth's crust. There are eight common members
to the group of feldspars of which one, orthoclase, is the particular
variety used in teeth. Quartz, also called flint, or sand, makes up
about 127o of the earth's crust and the purest form is used in
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artificial teeth. It may be of interest to know that quartz is the
principal ingredient in the gazing crystal balls, prisms in microscopes and is found in the jewelry art as the aquamarine, the agate
and the amethyst. Kaolin is a completely disintegrated form of
feldspar and granite which has been deposited during the weathering and erosion of these minerals. It is commonly called white
clay. The pigments used for coloring artificial teeth consist of
metallic oxides and colored minerals. Oxides of titanium, cobalt,
iron and platinum are common representatives of the metallic oxides. Rutile and ilmenite are common representatives of the mineral pigments. These colored minerals are natural rock formations
found in nature which when ground finely and when incorporated
with the mass impart a definite color value when the porcelain is
fused.
The raw porcelain ingredients consisting of feldspar, quartz,
kaolin and color pigments are rendered plastic by the use of water
and corn starch until the mass is substantially of a putty consistency. This putty -like material is placed into a mold to form a
tooth shape, and the excess moisture is expelled at low temperature
which yields a so- called dried "biscuit" tooth. These dried biscuit
teeth are placed in a furnace at a temperature at about 2 4 0 0 ° F
and fired until the porcelain becomes glossy. The latter enumerated
operations are performed at York, Pennsylvania, and the teeth are
then shipped to Columbus for finishing. Normally, there are from
4 to 5,000,00o raw teeth received each year to be placed through
the various processes of manufacture and made interchangeable for
bridgework. They are received in weekly shipments of from 50,
to 15o,000 each. As soon as received, they are thoroughly inspected, placed in small boxes and labled according to various classifications and the proper mold and shade. A record is made of
the exact number in each box before they are sent out on the job.
Each box is given a job lot number and in the box with the teeth is
placed a work envelope on which the worker records the number of
teeth receiving his or her particular operation. The number spoiled
is also recorded and all above 15 for a period of a week are charged
against him or her and entered for a deduction in pay at the end
of the week. Trays containing io boxes each of teeth are delivered to the operators for each operation and are returned to the
receiving department as soon as completed. After they have been
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returned from the last operation they are thoroughly inspected,
carefully counted and entered for delivery to stock. The job lot
records and work envelopes are now checked and proper credit
given to each operator for the number of teeth receiving his or
her particular operation.
Fundamentally all porcelain tends to shrink and warp and since
the Steele's facing has a cylindrically shaped post hole running
longitudinally into the tooth, a rectangular shaped slot, and an intended flat plane it is necessary to perform grinding operations on
each of these three elements in order to standardize them as to
definite size, shape, relation to each other and their relation in the
tooth. The first operation of standardizing is to grind the warped
plane definitely flat. This is followed by standardizing the rectangular shape slot so that it has a definite width, is centrally located in the tooth and extends to a definite distance from the biting
edge. Finally the post hole is trued to definite size, its position is
centered in reference to the slot, it is drilled a definite distance into
the tooth in reference to the biting edge and a definite height is
established parallel to the flat plane. These various grinding operations are accomplished by the use of diamond dust being impregnated in metal tools designed for the particular operation.
Because of the various operations necessary for the manufacture of teeth for different locations in the mouth and because of the
various shapes, forms and structure of these teeth they are divided
into four general groups each with a different set of operations.
The four general groups are known as facings, posteriors, trupontic anteriors and trupontic posteriors. The facings or anteriors
are commonly known as the front teeth, and the posterior the back
teeth. The trupontic is a more modern and sanitary tooth being
constructed so that the dental porcelain comes in direct contact
with the tissue leaving no openings or pockets in which particles
of food can collect. Due to the various classes of teeth requiring
different processes of manufacture a different set of operations is
necessary for the manufacture of the different groups. Twenty four different operations are used in the production of facings,
twenty -one in the production of posteriors and twenty -nine each
for trupontic anteriors and trupontic posteriors.
By setting up the various operations in order of their sequence it
affords a splendid opportunity to compare the unit cost of each
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operation from time to time. Where practical the operator reports
the actual number of teeth receiving his or her attention for a
given time and this number is divided into the total cost giving us
a unit cost of the operation. The unit cost is carried to the 5th
decimal. These operators are piece workers and are paid so much
per hundred for their services. The operations that do not lend
themselves to piece work are paid for by the hour and the unit
cost is arrived at by dividing the total number of teeth manufactured for a given time into the total cost of the operation. If the
unit labor cost of production including all the operations is abnormally high or low, it is a simple matter to determine which operations are causing the variance by comparing the unit cost of
each operation with that of the preceding period.
In the manufacture of backings our raw material consists of
precious metal, such as gold, silver, platinum, palladium, also some
copper, and nickel. These metals must be carefully weighed and
proportioned according to the formula required for each particular
alloy. It is melted and poured into a form from which the ingot
of alloy is taken just as soon as it solidifies. The outer surface
must be removed which is done by peeling or planing the ingot.
It is then subjected to an alternate annealing and rolling process
until it has been reduced to the proper sheet thickness for backing
purposes. Special rolls are used for forming the post of the backings by a similar annealing and rolling process. The flat sheets are
cut into strips and passed through a series of blanking and stamping operations to form the flat portion of the backing. Likewise
the post material is passed through various blanking operations.
Finally the flat member and the post are assembled and united in
a riveting machine. A definite step production process is employed
and standard gauges are used for holding the parts to a definite
precision.
Obviously it is quite essential that all metal scrap be carefully
collected and saved for future use. Various scraps of alloy are
sorted and saved until a sufficient amount of each alloy has been
accumulated to make an ingot when it is melted and made into
backings. Some particles of scrap are too fine to sort and separate
into various alloys with the naked eye so they are accumulated and
forwarded to a refining company to be refined. A specially constructed barrel is used to catch the water from the sink in which
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the precious metal workers wash their hands. This residue as
well as sweepings from the floor is sent to the refiner where the
precious metal is removed and a check returned therefor. For
the complete manufacture of the backing just described 4o different
operations are necessary. Ten for the manufacture of the blank
backing, 17 for the post, and Q for the assembled post and backing. This backing is known as a regular anterior. The regular
posterior, trupontic anterior and trupontic posterior each require
a separate although similar set of operations. A separate unit cost
of each operation is shown by quarters so that any appreciable difference in the total unit cost of backings can be traced to the particular operations causing the variance.
As the backings pass the final inspection and become finished
products they are placed in their respective compartments on trays
of approximately 2 0 compartments each and are put in stock.
Since they are made of precious metal only a small difference in
the size will mean a large difference in the cost. It is necessary
that very delicate and accurate scales be used in weighing backings
of different sizes. The metal or metals are figured at the cost or
market whichever is lower. The weight of each backing is expressed in Troy ounces and is carried to the 5th decimal. This
multiplied by the cost or market of the metal per ounce plus the
manufacturing cost gives us the inventory value of each backing.
There are seven different hinds of backings classified according to
the material entering into their manufacture. Platinized Gold, 2 0
Kt. Gold, Steele's Gold Alloy, Gold P. G. Post, Gold Gold Alloy
post, Clasp Metal and Steele's Cast Backings. Each of these, except the clasp metal and Steele's cast are made both in the anterior
and posterior. The clasp metal backings are used with the trupontic anterior teeth and the Steele's cast with the trupontic posteriors. There are 54 different sizes in the anterior and 2 0 in the
posterior. By the Gold P. G. Post is meant a gold backing with a
platinized gold post. By the gold, gold alloy post is meant a gold
backing with a gold alloy post. This complicates the valuation
computations somewhat. In these two cases it is necessary to weigh
the blank backing and post separately as each is made of a different hind of metal with a different price. The value of the blank
backing plus the value of the post plus the manufacturing cost
equals the total value of the backing. With backings made of
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7 different alloys, 5 of which have 54 different sizes in the anterior
and 20 in the posteriors, it is evident that the compilation of the
annual backing inventory involves no small amount of detail.
As the teeth are finished and sent to the stockroom an itemized
list in duplicate showing the number of teeth of each mold and
shade accompanies them and an adding machine ribbon is run in
duplicate. As soon as the receiving entries are made, the duplicate
list and adding machine ribbon are returned to the factory and the
original to the accounting department for verification and entry on
the production records. The teeth are now classified as to mold
and shade and arranged in sets of 2's, 4's and 6's. Just as many
sets of 6's as possible of the same mold and shade are set up first
and then just as many sets of 4's, and at last, as many 2's. All
that will not match into sets are classified as miscellaneous. By a
set of 6's is meant a right and left central, a right and left lateral
and right and left cuspid. A set of 4's is a right and left central
and a right and left lateral. In other words, it is a set of 6's less
the cuspids. Sets of 4's may also be found in the posteriors consisting of 2 right and left bicuspids or 2 right and left molars. A
set of 2's may be a right and left or a pair of centrals, a pair of
laterals or a pair of cuspids. In the posteriors, it may be a pair of
bicuspids or a pair of molars. There are 32 teeth in a full set.
Beginning with the center of the mouth they are central, lateral,
cuspid, two bicuspids, two molars and the wisdom tooth. These
are found both in rights and lefts and uppers and lowers. Each
of these except the wisdom tooth is represented by an artificial
tooth with all the varieties of molds and shades found in the human
mouth. Just as all people are similar and no two alike, so it is with
the teeth of different individuals, all are similar but no two are
exactly alike. In order to come as near as possible to imitating all
human teeth, and in order to carry a stock of merchandise suitable
to all parts of the world, we manufacture 44,33o different teeth.
That is to say we must carry in stock 44,330 different teeth without
any duplications. Of course, some molds and shades are much
more popular than others and it is necessary that we build our
stocks according to the demands.
As new teeth are received into stock they are worked into sets
of 6's, mounted on a velvet covered board and placed in a flat box
properly labeled as to mold, shade and number in the box. Before
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completely a set it is usually necessary to go to the carded broken
sets where the missing teeth can usually be found. Often these
completed sets are placed with the stock orders and used in filling
customers' stock orders at once, if not, they are placed in the tall
case stock cabinets for future use in filling orders. The orders
that have been filled are now thoroughly checked and sent to the
shipping room for shipment. Before the teeth are put in the stock
order cabinets they are placed in envelopes with the mold and
shade and number of teeth plainly marked so that it is not necessary to have the large orders filled by one who is trained and experienced in molding and shading.
When teeth are received from the York factory they come in
sets of 6's, 4's or 2's, but by the time they have passed through
all the production operations many of the sets have been broken
by the operators' spoiled and bad work, by the inspectors having
thrown out some and by other manufacturing losses. You will
readily see that when one tooth is taken from a set of 6's the remaining five become miscellaneous until such time as is required
for it to be replaced. Likewise when one is removed from a set
Of 4's, the remaining three are miscellaneous until it can be replaced. So there is a constant effort being made to complete
broken sets of 2's, 4,s and 6's. The proper disposition and control of miscellaneous teeth is one of the most difficult and perplexing problems we have in connection with our finished teeth
inventory control. The return of teeth from our dealers greatly
increases this miscellaneous stock and increases the work of
matching teeth and completing broken sets. In normal times about
45% of the gross sales of teeth are returned. This large return
of teeth does not indicate that there is any defect in the tooth other
than that the sets have been broken and they are unable to fill in
the missing teeth from their own stock. You may ask why they
don't send in an order for the exact mold and shade numbers that
are needed. Facings are molded only in sets of 6s and the entire
set must be ordered if only one is wanted. Single teeth may be
ordered in the posteriors or back teeth where a slight difference
in the shade would not be noticeable. Then a right and left
posterior are so far apart that a small difference in the shade
would not be detected. For this reason posteriors are only returnable for exchange and not for credit. On the other hand fac1340
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ings or the front teeth consisting of the right and left centrals,
right and left laterals and right and left cuspids due to their position in the mouth must be kept in sets of exactly the same shade.
On account of the variance in the results of coloring at the time
of the molding the teeth bearing the same shade number seldom
ever have exactly the same shade. This difference is often quite
noticeable in the front teeth and particularly in the centrals which
are adjacent to each other in the front part of the mouth. So
there is a constant flow of broken sets of facings being returned
for credit so that they can be made into complete sets properly
matched or molded and shaded. It is the policy of the company
to encourage the dealers to return all broken sets and order new
and complete sets so that their stocks will always be in the best
salable condition. As an inducement for dealers to return their
broken sets properly molded and shaded a fee of 2 0 per tooth
is charged for all teeth returned unmolded and unshaded. This
charge is known as a return fee and is made by deducting the
amount from the credit allowed for teeth returned. As teeth are
returned from the dealer, they are counted and inspected by the
credit department and then passed on to be sorted and cleaned
after which they are molded and shaded if necessary. They are
now worked into sets of 2's, 4's and 6's and either sent to the
order cabinets for early shipment or mounted on boards, placed
in flat boxes and sent to the stock cases.
The constant increase in our inventory of miscellaneous facings
is a problem that we have had to face and various steps have
been taken to correct this tendency. Stocks of miscellaneous facings have been placed on consignment with the dealers so they can
use them in filling in broken sets from time to time. When the
desired teeth can be found in these stocks it eliminates the necessity of returning broken sets for fill -ins'. To further prevent
the increase of miscellaneous facings, we have on hand a consigned stock of raw miscellaneous facings which is available at
all times for matching the broken sets brought about through the
processes of manufacture and preventing their being thrown into
the miscellaneous class.
In order that a perpetual inventory record of the teeth on hand
both in the factory and stockroom may be available, all of the
channels or avenues by which the teeth come into the department
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and go out are set up and reported once a month. The number on
hand at the end of the year is ascertained by a physical count.
A physical inventory is taken once a year. In the stockroom the
last three days of the year are devoted to counting and compiling
the various classes of teeth. The total number is usually between
8,000,000 and 9,000,000 teeth. The correctness of the physical
count is judged by the comparison with the perpetual statistical
record. This record is adjusted to agree with the physical count
and the inventories are compiled from the results of this count.
A number of items of undistributed costs such as Tooth Room
Supplies, Backing Room Supplies, and Machine Shop Supplies,
etc., are accumulated from time to time and prorated over the
cost of the various kinds of teeth and backings on the basis of production labor. After the undistributed costs and various items
of overhead have been prorated and the total cost of manufacture
of each product has been ascertained this amount is divided by
the number of pieces (teeth or backings) manufactured during
the year and a unit cost of production is the result. This added to
the unit raw material price of the different kinds of teeth gives us
a unit inventory value for the teeth. The unit production cost
of the backings is added to the Troy weight of each individual
backing times the price per Troy ounce of the metals or alloy of
which it is composed. These unit values are used in compiling
the inventories at the end of each year. Since sets of teeth are
constantly being broken and broken sets are being converted into
full sets and since there is a constant flow of teeth in and out of
stock it is impossible to definitely identify the teeth of each year's
production. So it is assumed that the sales for each year have
been taken from the earliest manufacture. If the previous years'
unit costs are lower than the current year's cost, the teeth of each
year's production, remaining on hand after the net sales have been
deducted, are valued at their respective costs. If the previous
years' unit costs are higher than the current year's cost, the teeth
are valued at the current cost. This method is in accordance with
the income tax provision, "Cost or market whichever is lower"
and places a conservative value on our inventory.
The miscellaneous teeth again come in for special consideration with reference to their proper inventory valuation. Since they
have to be held in reserve until such time as they can be fitted
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into broken sets they are not considered a ready marketable
product and a reduction in inventory value is taken equivalent
to the estimated cost of putting them into sets and placing them
in a salable condition. Each year a check is made of the slow
moving and unpopular shades and molds and the dead stocks are
removed and charged off the books through the obsolescence
channels.
In conlcusion, I should like to give you a brief story of a Steele's
facing, beginning with the elements of which it is composed and
following it through to its final entry into the human mouth for
service. In reference to the materials used in the Steele's facing
the feldspar comes from Canada —the quartz from Illinois —
the Kaolin from North Carolina and the pigments from metal
oxides or from minerals picked up by natives from the sands of
the Tigrus and Euphrates River beds of Asia Minor. At York,
Pennsylvania these raw materials are purified, finely ground,
blended in proper proportions, the batches mixed to a putty consistency, fired in a high temperature kiln, inspected for imperfections and finally transferred to stock. The kiln fired Steele's
facing is shipped from York to Columbus where it is again inspected for correct quantity count and for blemishes. It goes into
production where the flat plane is ground, the slot is trued, the
hole is reamed, it is tested for accuracy, cleansed and given the
final inspection. It is then transferred to the Stock Room where
the tooth is filed according to the kind of tooth (central, cuspid,
etc.) size and shade. This Steele's facing may then be forwarded to a dealer in San Francisco, returned for credit, forwarded to a dealer in Boston, returned for credit —sent to a
dealer in Canada and purchased there by a dentist who in turn
places the facing in the patient's mouth for service.
Steele's teeth are sold in practically all parts of the world.
Some shades and molds are more popular in some parts than
others. Shades of teeth that are not acceptable on the Pacific
Coast may be quite popular on the Atlantic and vice - versa. Shades
that are not wanted in America may be desirable in Europe, or
Asia or South America, and so our finished tooth stockroom 6ecomes a clearing house for all parts of the civilized world.
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C O S T A C C O UN T I N G F O R P L A S T I C I N S UL A T I O N I N
T HE E L E C T RI C A L W I RI N G D E V I C E I N D US T RY
By Joseph E. Simmons,
Arrow, Hart & Hegeman Co., Hartford, Conn.
electrical wiring device manufacture the basic requisite
INis ALL
a good insulator. The materials for this insulation must
be of such a nature to allow shaping readily to different forms
and sizes and still retain insulating properties. The materials in
practical use today are porcelain and compounded substances plastic enough to be formed. The substances are usually called Bakelite, composition, or shellac, although variously known under different trade names. The "plastic" material is molded in presses
and dies and cured under a heat process with steam injected into
the molds, or baked in an oven after being molded on cold dies.
All the insulating parts must be shaped to required needs and designed to accommodate mechanisms requiring close tolerances.
A very heavy tool investment is required, especially for plastic material. Porcelain manufacture is entirely different from plastic,
requiring a different cost accounting set up. This paper deals
exclusively with the subject of plastic insulation.
There are two distinct types of this plastic material, the one
being cured on a hot mold press and the other by baking in ovens
in which case the molding is performed in cold molds. The heat
curing process is more in use today and is rapidly supplanting
the cold mold. The parts produced by the hot mold process are
lighter in weight with a better finish presenting a more attractive
appearance which is just as durable.
The material used for hot mold is a fine powder made up of
various ingredients prepared under formula and is purchased
at a certain price per pound either completely mixed or to be
mixed by the concern having the proper equipment. Pellets are
made from this powder in the required shapes and sizes of the
parts to be produced. The pellets are formed in an automatic
machine set with a die called a pre -form. The equipment required for pellet making is usually expensive due to its highly
automatic character. The labor for tending machines required
for material preparation is calculated at so much per pound de-
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pending on the number of pounds of material made up into pellets.
Some of the powder is lost in the machines, on the floor and on
the building walls in the form of dust, due to its lightness. A
ratio is added to material cost to take up this loss. The cost of
the material ready for pressing is, therefore, the original purchase
price, plus the labor per pound for pellet making, plus the ratio for
lost powder. To be technically correct the overhead for the pellet
making department, including the expense for equipment and floor
space occupied, should be added to the material cost, although it
has been found easier and, on the whole, fully as accurate to take
tip this overhead into the pressing department.
Companies preparing their own powder would calculate the
cost per pound from the relative costs of the ingredients, and
from the necessary weights required for each kind. The material
cost for the piece is determined from the pellet weights against
the cost per pound of the prepared powder including labor for
preparation, whether the powder is purchased already mixed or the
company does its own mixing.
The cold mold material is a powder made from asbestos,
linseed oil, lamp black and a few other ingredients and is mixed
in equipment for that purpose. Material ready to use is a fine
black powder of plastic qualities. The powder is introduced into
the mold by the operator at the press and from that time on the
operations become similar to those performed on hot mold material
except that there is no heat curing under pressure. After the cold
mold pieces are pressed they are loaded into trays and placed
in an electric drying oven where they are baked for a period of
2 1 hours. This baking takes the place of the hot mold curing.
The tools required for pressing are usually of a very expensive
type. The cavities are machined to a fine degree of accuracy
and the tolerances allowed are very close. Only expert tool
makers can be used to construct the molds made to the specifications submitted by the engineering department. After the molds
and dies are completed they are either stored in a die vault to
await production orders, or, if orders are available, they are
set up in the press and the steam fittings to introduce the steam
for curing are connected for the hot mold process.
Molding is the first operation performed and consists of loading
the pellets into the mold, tripping the press and allowing the piece
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to cure under high pressure for from one to three minutes, depending on the thickness of walls of the piece. After curing, the
press is released and the piece extracted from the mold. In some
cases metal inserts for accommodating screws are molded into the
piece. This slows up the molding to a great extent and runs
up the cost of this operation. The next operations are performed
by girls and consist of cleaning off the flash or extraneous material left after molding. A portion of this flash is recovered
and ground up into powder for use again as raw material.
Other labor operations are inspection, gauging, piercing holes and
the like, all of which require a comparatively small amount of
mechanical equipment. The cold mold operations are about the
same except that powder is used instead of pellets, and there is
no heat curing in the press.
Piece rates are set for molding labor on the basis of the number of cavities in the mold, and in the case of hot mold, the
length of time required for curing. The rates can be set with
reasonable accuracy by a study of the drawing for the piece. Only
good pieces are paid for after inspection with a fair allowance for
normal rejections. Other labor operations usually performed by
female help have piece rates set either by time study or by some
person who is familiar with the tasks to be performed and the
wage rate therefor.
All the time is allocated to the part number for each operation
by means of a dual tabulating punch card. The timekeeper writes
on the card (which is used as a time ticket for each operator) in
the spaces provided, the employee number, the part number, the
number of pieces, the piece rate and the wages to be paid. The
amount of wages is checked in the payroll departments, then the
card is punched and tabulated for cost information. The quantity
against the wages and the operation paid is posted to an operation card filed by part number. From this card the labor cost per
thousand parts is figured. It has been found necessary to make
these postings for all labor, due to the day work operations necessarily performed because of runs placed less than the amount on
which the piece rate was based. The final cost, therefore, cannot be exclusively the piece rate, but the piece rate weighted
for the amount of day work performed.
By far the most important phase of plastic cost accounting is
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the treatment of manufacturing expense or factory overhead. The
large amount of expensive equipment involved makes the overhead a vital factor. Also the introducing of steam into hot molds
involves considerable expense. A reasonably accurate distribution of overhead to product becomes a matter of tremendous
consequence particularly in view of the fact that keen competition is prevalent in the industry today. The relationship of the
factors in cost (material, labor and factory overhead) to total cost
in a representative plastic plant operated as a department of the
entire factory manufacturing wiring devices, is as follows:
Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 70
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
Overhead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43
Factory Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . i 0 0 %
It can plainly be seen that these ratios indicate overhead to be
the most important factor of cost.
For the most part the items making up manufacturing expense
are the same as for any other manufacturing unit. These are
indirect labor, supplies, depreciation, repairs to tools and equipment, general factory expense, building and boiler room expense
and so on. These expenses are allocated directly or on a reasonable proportion basis to the departments involved.
As much of the expense as possible should be allocated directly.
It is all- important that the department itself should be charged
with its proper portion of expense as accurately as possible. The
allocation to the product thereby becomes simpler and more accurate. The departments that should be segregated are:
i. Material preparation
2. Molding
3. Bench work (or finishing)
4. Tool room
5. Service
(a) Boiler room
(b) Building expense
(c) General factory
and any others it is found practical to segregate due to the layout of the particular plant involved.
The method of application of the various factors in overhead
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to the individual products is a matter of vital importance and
will undoubtedly give rise to considerable difference in opinion.
After an accurate spread of expense to departments is obtained
the matter of distribution to product becomes of lesser importance and the fact remains to distribute to product on as reasonable and practical a basis with as little clerical expense and routine
as the character of the business will allow. The main thing to
look out for is not to unduly penalize one line of product to the
advantage of another.
Although the direct labor basis of application has been under
fire in modern times it can be used to advantage in distributing
expense accurately in many cases. In the finishing department
where equipment expense is relatively small and the direct labor
element high it is reasonable and accurate to spread overhead for
this department on the direct labor or employee -hour basis. This
would hold true particularly in a department of this kind where the
labor rates are uniform. It has been advocated by one writer on
plastic accounting* that Service Factors be set up including all
items of overhead but classified in such a manner as to be distributed to the product on the basis of the particular service
rendered to the product. This writer maintains, and rightly so,
that various factors such as maintenance of molds and equipment,
power, tool room, general plant overhead and others are not applicable to the product in the same way; that each exercises its
functional influence on costs in a separate way independent of
the other; that a flat over -all percentage basis does not accurately
express the functional influence of each factor and that the result
would mean penalizing one product with an undue portion of expense while another product is allowed to escape with only a portion of the burden it should properly bear. The distribution of
expense to product relative to its distinct bearing on costs is
advisable if a proper method of spread for each factor can be
selected and if the result obtained is of sufficiently greater accuracy than a reasonable and less cumbersome method. It must be
borne in mind that when overhead is carried to unit costs the factor
proportion in many cases is only fractional and any variations in
* John J. Quicley— "Mold Costs" in Plastic and Molded Products for
March, 1931 and April, 1931.
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these small amounts are not of grave importance so that the
method of spread may not make so much difference providing
the basis of distribution is reasonable and based on sound theory
and practice. Therefore, the simpler and less cumbersome method
where it is reasonable and sound is the preferable one to use. It
is far more necessary, in my opinion, to get all the expense
chargeable to a certain department and to segregate that expense
strictly as overhead to that department. This overhead may even
be allocated to each press and the cost for each "heat" or cure obtained. This cost then could be applied to each piece depending on
the number of pieces produced for each heat. Since this heat cost
is applied every time a unit of direct labor is applied to the press,
it is true that the flow of heat, or press overhead cost, does follow
in direct proportion to the application of direct labor in units to
the product. This is especially true where labor has a piece rate
set for the molding of each product.
The major factors of expense and the most difficult to deal
with, are the disposition of mold cost, the depreciation and maintenance of molds, and the cost of parts spoiled during manufacture. These items constitute a very large proportion of total expense, usually about 5076. It has been the generally accepted
practice as advocated by the Manual of Uniform Accounting for
the Electrical Manufacturers Association, to charge new molds
and dies to Unliquidated Development account, and to charge off
this account to profit and loss over an average period of two
years. It has been the practice of at least one concern in the
industry to treat maintenance of molds and dies in the same manner. Undoubtedly there are many good reasons for adopting
the practice as outlined, especially if a concern has been consistently following a certain plan for several years and a change
in method would involve embarrassment when reporting income
tax returns to the Federal Government. The matter of molds,
jigs and dies, involving as they do the major expense in plastics
manufacture, make it necessary to handle this expense in a manner as nearly technically and practically correct as possible. New
molds, jigs and dies, in the writer's opinion, should be charged
to a capital account at the sum of labor cost, tool material cost
and a fair proportion of the tool room overhead. Ordinarily, life
of these tools as developed through experience, including the ob-
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solescence factor is approximately three years, and depreciation
should be recorded on this basis. As far as any individual mold
is concerned the depreciation depends on the number of impressions taken from it, but in ordinary manufacture tools as a whole
should take the annual rate of 33 113% for depreciation. Maintenance of the tools and depreciation thereof should be allocated
to the tool and spread to the product on the basis of production, or
the number of pieces taken from the molds. The maintenance
and depreciation cost for each unit of product could thus be obtained. These factors of expense should be applied directly to the
product just as direct labor is applied and should not be spread
on a proportion basis. Direct charges can readily be obtained
through punch card accounting. Tool numbers should correspond
with piece numbers and tool maker's labor should be allocated
to the tool number both for the cost of the new tool and for the
maintenance. Depreciation is charged to the tool number on the
basis of its original cost.
Due to the newness of the art of plastic manufacture the factor
of obsolescence should be given proper weight in the consideration of handling tool expenditures. If possible the factor due
to obsolescence should be eliminated from the depreciation rate
and treated separately. It seems no more than reasonable to
charge off obsolete tools in the year when they are discovered
to have no more value due to this factor, and a reserve should
be created out of profits in each accounting period for this specific
purpose. Aft er a few years' experience a fairly exact estimate
of how much the reserve should amount to can be determined.
A very large expense item in overhead is that of parts spoiled in
manufacture. Strict methods of control of this expense should
be set up to hold it down to the minimum. Too close engineering
tolerances are often a cause of large waste due to rejections when
pieces are guaged to specifications. The engineering department
should carefully consider spoilage in consultation with the plastics
superintendent before the design is passed. Bonus to operators
for scrap less than standard and a penalty for more than standard
is an effective method for controlling the loss due to spoiled pieces.
Tabulating the causes of waste weekly, or as often as possible, and
submitting this report to the superintendent is another good way
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to control, and frequently enables the factory to correct a condition causing scrap before production has gone too far.
The method of overhead distribution has been touched upon
briefly in this article and one or two methods have been suggested. It is well to point out, relative to distribution, that there
is considerable division of thought on the methods of spread to
highly competitive lines where margin is driven down to a very
low profit ratio as against the spread to lines where competition
is present in a lesser degree. Although it is a digression from
strict accounting principle it has been considered advisable in
some cases to lighten the burden on the lines of product where
profitable selling prices are not to be had, for large overhead
items such as building expense, general factory expense and other
large items that remain fixed and uncontrollable no matter what
the volume of business. It has been considered practical to increase the fixed burden on the lines where selling prices are high
enough to stand the additional charge. When competition forces
prices down to such a level that a reasonable profit cannot be obtained, and where the equipment is present and volume is essential, a concern is up against a practical though undesirable commercial condition, and is forced to meet it.
Little has been published on the subject of plastic accounting.
What publications have appeared have developed from the sound
foundation of practical experience. It is hoped that as the practical men on the job victoriously emerge from their struggles with
the problems of a new industry that sound and uniform practice
may be developed through discussion and interchange of ideas.
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